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aokstakiiksi:
Blackfoot signage in the Riddell 
Library and Learning Centre



Language revitalization
“Develop Indigenous languages curricula in collaboration with Indigenous 
communities and other post-secondary institutions.” Goal 5F

“Explore feasibility of on-reserve course delivery as a means of supporting transition 
to university, building relationships and advancing excellence in language and 
cultural coursework.” Goal 5S

MRU Indigenous Strategic Plan 2016-2021
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jessie little doe baird 

and Wôpanâak/Wapanoag language

Waking a language 
that had been 
asleep for 
7 generations
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDAdYjhg2xI
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zR4UN5dZwTM
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLc2PccyrGU


Libraries and Indigenous language revitalization

1
Build a collection that includes Indigenous 
language material that reflects your 
communities, with input from those 
communities

2
Provide space for language learning to 
happen

3
Make archival holdings more accessible for 
language learners and teachers

A lot of the time, libraries can best serve 
language learning by staying out of the way
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Welcoming and 
place-making

Aboriginal students’ earliest memories of using their university 
library was associated with fear
Lee (2001)

“Overwhelming, confusion, intimidating, scary, difficult, and 
fearful”
Lee (2001)
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Physical representations
“Incorporate physical representations on campus that reflect the commitment and 
relationship to the Indigenous communities such as signs, art installations, teepees, 
and flags.” Goal 1I

MRU Indigenous Strategic Plan 2016-2021
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Practicalities and 
Protocols

This project balanced two challenging aspects of Indigenous 
place-making: practicalities and protocols

When building a new library, the “client” isn’t actually the 
Library, but the University:
How do we go from having this idea to making it a reality? 
How many people need to be involved in this process?
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Practicalities

0
1 

Signage is political

It reflects our systemic biases

0
2 

Working with Facilities

Collaboration and ongoing consultation was 

necessary

0
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Standards

Library standards, signage standards, so many 

standards!
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Wayfinding at the item-level
versus
Wayfinding at the department
level
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Protocols

0
1 
Blackfoot is a living, not dead, 
language

This isn’t an art installation; it’s wayfinding

0
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Compensating Indigenous 
knowledge holders

More than just looking up these words in a 

dictionary

0
3 
Competing dialects; crediting Leo 
Fox and Mary Weasel Fat

It matters who does the translation.
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Why Blackfoot?

Considering other Treaty 7 nations: why not 
Tsuut’ina or Iyarhe Nakoda?

All land acknowledgement is political

Calgary Aboriginal Identity Population Profile
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The smallest step

Adding Blackfoot signage does nothing 
to help larger issues Indigenous people 
face: gaps in health, land claims, failures 
of the justice system, or the drinking 
water crisis
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What ways can our spaces 
contribute to Indigenous 
resurgence?
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